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INTRODUCTION

The Michelin Guide is a guide which awards restaurants and accommodations in more than 30 countries across 4 continents. It was chosen for this research because it is one of the most respectable and representative restaurant guide in the world (Liu et al., 2014; Aubke, 2014; Harrington et al., 2013).

Most of the restaurants listed in the Michelin Guide usually get an increased number of guests (Goh, 2016). This study aims to address whether tourists will come to a destination with Michelin-starred restaurant through the Michelin Guide.

AIM

1. critically review secondary literature on the development of restaurant ratings and consumer decision-making process in order to establish a framework for the primary research
2. investigate the effect of the Michelin Guide has on attracting tourists
3. provide recommendations to food and beverage establishments and tourism industry on how the guide can be used as a tool to market a tourist destination and to encourage restaurants to achieve awards in restaurant ratings.

LITERATURE REVIEW

There are 5 stages in the process of consumer decision-making process (Kotler and Armstrong, 2016).

- Need Recognition
- Information Search
- Alternative Evaluation
- Purchase Decision
- Post Purchase Decision

Food decisions resulted in a specific consumer behaviour, where a visit to restaurant could be affected by these decisions which include what, when and where to eat (Harrington et al., 2013).

When a person perceives restaurant reviews as highly informative and credible, it will be considered as a useful source and integrate it into his or her purchase decision-making (Cheung et al., 2008).

MICHELIN GUIDE

ANTICIPATED FINDINGS

The Michelin Guide has significant effect on attracting tourists to come to a destination that has Michelin-starred restaurants.

CONTRIBUTION TO THEORY/PRACTICE

1. Provide some findings for related future research.
2. Give insight of the effect of the Michelin Guide has on attracting tourists and on restaurants.
3. Give insight of the theories related to consumer decision-making process in choosing a restaurant.
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